
Fillers'in'Speech'
Fillers in speech are words that don't add any real meaning to the sentence, 
except for maybe emphasis. Examples in English include uh, um, well, I 
mean, I guess, you know?, so, ok, etc. You should get used to just ignoring 
these words when you hear them, so that you can focus on the key words in 
the sentence. 

Quoi is the most common filler that I hear in everyday speech. It can be used 
to add emphasis to emotions or thoughts or to show impatience. It is usually 
said at the very end of the sentence. 
Voilà is often used with quoi at the end of the sentence often to indicate 
exasperation.  
A la limite is commonly used by young people, and mean something like as I 
suppose or I mean. 
Tu vois ? is the equivalent of  you know? 
Bon begins or ends a thought, similar to ok. According to th intonation used, It 
means good but can also can express anger or impatience, similar to fine! Ah, 
bon ? actually means "really?" and not "good." 
Ben (pronounced liked bain) adds emphasis to questions, statements, 
commands and yes or no.  
Bon ben is used to wrap up a thought or conversation. Translated as ok or 
well. 
Donc emphasizes a question or command. 
Alors emphasizes an interjection and yes or no. 
Moi is commonly added to commands involving the senses. The closest 
translation in English is "just."   
Regarde-moi-ça ! Just look at that! 
Eh bien means well... at the beginning of a sentence or thought. 
Hein ? is similar to eh? at the end of a sentence. 
M’enfin 

Interjections 

Aïe ! / Ouïe ! / Ouille ! Ouch !  
Beurk ! Berk ! Yuk!  
Boum ! Boom! Bang!  
Ça y est! That’s it 
Chiche ! I dare you! Go ahead!  
Chut ! Shush! Be quiet!  
Ho ! / Hé ! Wow! or Hey!  
Holà ! Hey! Whoa!  
Hop là !   
Mince ! / Zut ! Merde ! Darn!  

Miam miam ! Yum yum!    
Ouf ! Phew!  
Oups ! Oops!  
Pan ! Bang!  
Putain ! [the general all-purpose 
swear word in French]   
Toc, toc ! Knock knock!  
Vlan! Slam!  
Youpi ! Yay! 


